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This is volume one of a nine part series
taken from C.J. Becks masterwork novel
SPIKED. It covers chapters one to three.
Journalist Jim Strachan is fighting for his
life, the truth and the woman he loves.
Caught between reporting the truth and the
constant threat of death, between an
overwhelming love for an elusive woman
and her fanatical devotion to her people,
between multi-national conspiracies and
the depredations of nature, Strachan and
his Zulu associate, Winston Nukisa,
struggle to survive.
From a refined
gentlemans club in London, to the terrible
stark beauty of a Gaelic island, from love
amid the sand dunes to love by the
numbers, and from Pentagon politics to a
mysterious cavern in the remote mountains
of South West Africa, Strachan is thrust
into an odyssey of fear, deprivation, and
wonder. Strachan and Nukisa encounter
enemy after enemy but are never sure
where the real threat comes from until its
way too late.
With tremendous
implications for the war on terrorism,
SPIKED paints a compelling, complex and
truthful three- dimensional portrait of a
people and country poised for great
accomplishment, or colossal disaster.
Theres enough adventure here to fill three
first-rate novels. SPIKED bridges the gulf
between popular and insightful fiction. In
the words of one reviewer, Becks previous
novel Sizzle, has compelling characters
taking the reader on loads of adventure
evoking tears and laughter simultaneously.
Filled with unbelievable action and a
rip-roaring pace, SPIKED is arousing
adventure that impacts us all. Inspired by
the geographic sweep of Wilbur Smith, the
intrigue of John Le Carre and techno edge
of Tom Clancy, SPIKED is an epic
masterwork that transcends the modern
action-adventure form. All C.J. Becks
books are available through your local
bookstores order desk or at these online
bookstores:
Blackwells,
Foyles,
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Waterstones, W.H. Smith, Amazon.com,
barnesandnoble.com, Borders.com, and
Xlibris.com.
View the eight minute
trailer
at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yiXD1
DeZL0 About the Author As editor at
Leeds University, England, C.J. Beck led a
brilliant team that included the former U.K.
Justice Minister Jack Straw and Daily Mail
editor Paul Dacre, to win the National
Union of Journalists? Student Newspaper
of the Year Award. For many years
C.J.Beck wrote a humorous column in the
Bay City News, Santa Monica and has
collaborated with Hollywood celebrities
and A-list directors in developing TV and
film projects. The author has held senior
positions at Chiat/Day, BBDO, Ogilvy &
Mather and J. Walter Thompson.
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Spiked - Wikipedia The Free Speech University Rankings (FSUR) is the UKs first university rankings for free speech.
We survey British universities, examining the policies and Spiked - definition of spiked by The Free Dictionary In
journalistic parlance, spiking refers to withholding a story from publication for reasons In some cases, a story may be
spiked if it is deemed to conflict with the commercial interests of the newspapers publisher: if, for example, it concerns a
Brendan ONeill author archive spiked Synonyms for spiked at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Spiked (magazine) - Wikipedia The latest Tweets from spiked
(@spikedonline). Humanity is underrated. USA spiked The Free Speech University Rankings (FSUR) is back. spikeds
groundbreaking analysis of campus censorship in the UK has published its third annual report, Spike up Define Spike
up at Interest rates spiked up last week. . To strengthen a drink by adding alcohol or liquor: He spiked his coffee with
brandy (1889+) To riseto a high level, esp Politics spiked The Steve Scalise shooting and the hypocrisy of
right?wingers. Blaming anti-Trump speech for James Hodgkinsons actions is a dangerous game. Spiked Math Games
The postmodern roots of the alt-right. Kill All Normies provides a powerful analysis of the new online culture wars.
Christian Butler . 38 comments spiked - Wiktionary spikeds new transatlantic campaign in defence of our most
fundamental democratic right Read our manifesto The European assault on freedom of speech. For Europe, Against
the EU spiked Free Speech University Rankings! - a spiked campaign Israel and Palestine spiked These
example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word
spiked. Views expressed in the Urban Dictionary: spiked Colima Lime. Truly Spiked & Sparkling Colima Lime has a
slight tartness with a crisp but subtle sweetness. See More plus. ColimaLine Left CC lime bg btm m. spiked humanity
is underrated spikeds campaign in defence of the most fundamental of democratic rights. Spike (journalism) Wikipedia spiked (comparative more spiked, superlative most spiked) The large punch bowl has the special spiked
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punch, the small punch bowl is for the kids. Spiked Definition of Spiked by Merriam-Webster Spiked is used to
describe when an alcoholic beverage is mixed in with another, non-alcoholic drink (most common is Gatorade). The
maximum content in the Joanna Williams author archive spiked The truth about the hatred for Israel. On the
ugliness of anti-Israel activism, 50 years since the Six-Day War. Jacob Furedi 28 April 2017. 119 comments News for
Spiked Dolan Cummings. Crime fiction: a moral rebellion. Daniel Ben-Ami. Utopia for miserabilists. Alexander
Adams. The poet who vanished. Ronald Aronson We have a right to be angry about Manchester. Why we need to do
more than mourn in the wake of terror attacks. Must-reads from the past week. The Steve Free Speech Now! - a spiked
campaign 20+ Alcoholic Lemonade Recipes - Best Ideas for Boozy Spiked This summers lemonade stand is only
missing one thing: alcohol. Free Speech University Rankings! - a spiked campaign Brendan ONeill. Editor. As well
as being the editor of spiked, Brendan is also a columnist for the Big Issue and Reason. He writes widely for a variety of
other publications, including the Telegraph, the Spectator and the Australian. He is the author, most recently, of A Duty
to Offend: Selected Essays (2015). Truly Spiked & Sparkling Nobody won the Brexit election but we Leavers risk
losing now. Never mind May the future of democracy hangs in the balance. Ieuan Joy . Spiked Synonyms, Spiked
Antonyms Joanna Williams. Joanna is education editor at spiked and author of Academic Freedom in an Age of
Conformity: Confronting the Fear of Knowledge. Grenfell 20 spiked (@spikedonline) Twitter The Steve Scalise
shooting and the hypocrisy of right?wingers. Blaming anti-Trump speech for James Hodgkinsons actions is a dangerous
game. Arts & Culture spiked We cant blame foreign wars for homegrown terror. Salman Abedis hatred of Western
life wasnt nurtured in Libya. GE2017 . 44 comments Tim Black author archive spiked Awesome math games and
puzzles including addition, multiplication, fractions, decimals and algebra games. These educational math games will
help kids and
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